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Official Organ of the KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSN. 
NOVEMBER - 1953 
• • ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ BUILDERS OR WRECKERS? ~ 
~ I watched them tearing a building down, ~ A gang of men in a busy town; ~ ~ With a ho-heave-ho and a lusty yell They swung a beam and the side wall fell. 
~ I asked the foreman "Are these men skilled?" ~ 
~ He gave a laugh and said; "No, indeed! ~ Just unskilled labor is all I need. I can easily wreck in a day or two ~ ~ What builders have taken a year to do!" 
~ And I thought to myself as I went my way, ~ Which of these roles have I tried to play? Am I a builder who works with care, ~ ~ l\1easuring life by rule and square? 
~ Am I shaping my deeds to a well made plan, ~ Patiently doing the best I can? 
~ Or am I a wrecker who walks the town ~ Content with the labor of tearing down? 
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Early Season Basketball Questions -Installment 1 
Editor's Note: These rulings do not set aside or modify 
any rule. They are interpretations on some of the early season 
situations which have been presented. 
1. PLAY: For a free throw, if team A 
fails to occupy the H or V alley or if A1 oc-
cupies it and leaves it too soon, what is the 
penalty? 
RULING: Failure to have the H and V 
alleys occupied is an irregularity by the Of-
ficial. No penalty is prescribed unless a 
player is ordered into the space and refuses 
to comply. In that case, it is a technical foul 
for delay of game. If a player in one of these 
spaces leaves it too soon, i.e., before the ball 
has touched the ring or backboard or it is 
apparent it will not touch either, it is a free 
throw violation and the penalty is the award-
ing of a substitute free throw if it is by an 
opponent of the free thrower. If it is by a 
teammate of the free thrower, the throw is 
unsuccessful even though the dead ball 
might fall in the basket. If it is on the first 
throw of a 1 and 1 penalty, the alternate 
throw is awarded. 
2. PLAY: What is the purpose of the 
change in 8-2 which prescribes that a suc-
cessful free throw by the wrong player is 
counted? 
RULING: One reason is to provide one 
type of administration for similar situations. 
Under last year's rule, a free throw by the 
wrong player was counted provided the free 
throw was by a player who had been dis-
qualified or by a substitute who was erron-
eously permitted to replace a designated free 
thrower. However, if the wrong player was 
not in one of these two class ifications, the 
free throw did not count unless discovery 
was after the clock had started. In that case, 
it counted. The present rule is consistent for 
all of these similar situations. It is assumed 
that the Official or an assistant official is 
partly to blame for the irregularity. There 
is a safeguard in the right of the Official to 
penalize for a technical foul if there is any 
doubt that a player is intentionally trying 
to circumvent the rule. 
3. PLAY: Are any rcorrections in the 
basketball publications necessary? 
RULING: In the Rules and Case Books, 
no errors have been discovered to date. In 
the Basketball Meeting Folders, the follow-
ing should be noted. (1) In knotty problem 
number 4 on page 5, the alternate throw for 
the first outlined situation is awarded pro-
vided the substitute throw is not suocessful. 
If B1 touches ball on its way to the basket, 
a substitute throw is awarded if the first 
throw is not successful. If the substitute 
throw is not successful, the alternate throw 
is awarded. (2) In last sentence of first 
play under dribbling on page 11, (b) should 
be substituted for (a). In Part I of the 
Basketball Examination, answer 5 of ques-
tion 21 is intended to refer to a personal foul. 
Either insert "personal" in the question or 
change the answer to be "incorrect" instead 
of "correct." 
4. PLAY: On try-for-goal by A1, is it goal 
tending if B1 taps the ball in the vicinity of 
the basket while it is in downward flight 
and above ring level? 
RULING: Yes, if it is a try for field goal. 
No, if it is a free throw. In the latter case, 
it is a free throw violation which tnay re-
sult in a substitute free throw rather than 
in the awarding of a point. 
5. PLAY: A1 tries for field goal. At about 
the time of the try, he is pushed (not in-
tentionally nor in the back) by Bl. (a) The 
try is suc;cessful; or (b) the try is not suc-
cessful. 
RULING: The number of free throws de-
pends on whether A1 had ceased to be a 
thrower at the time the foul was committed. 
If he was a thrower, i.e., if the foul was com-
mitted before the ball had clearly left his 
hand, he should receive one free throw in 
(a) and two in (b). If the foul occurred 
clearly after the ball had left his hand, it 
would result in a 1 and 1 penalty prior to the 
last three minute3 and in two free throws if 
during the last three minutes. In these latter 
cases, the question of whether the try for 
field goal was successful would not have any 
bearing. After a ball has left a thrower's 
hand, he is merely a non-thrower, the same 
as any of the other nine players. In situa-
tions of this kind, there will often be border-
line ca,ses. In case of doubt as to the time of 
(Continued on Page Eleven) 
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REPORTS NOW DUE 
1. 1953 Football Participation List 
2. School's Report on Football Officials 
3. Official's Report on Schools (Football) 
State Tournament Reservations 
The 1954 State High School Basketball 
Tournament will be held in Lexington on 
March 17-20. On October 22 each principal 
of a K.H.S.A.A. member school and all city 
and county ~superintendents were mailed an 
announcement concerning reservations for 
lodging during tournament time. In this 
announcement it was stated that the period 
of November 1-15 has been designated as the 
First Priority Period in the matter of mak-
ing applications for rooms. 
The Lexington Chamber of Commerce con-
tinues to be very helpful in the matter of 
assisting with lodging reservations. A 
housing committee, set up by the Lexington 
group, will go ovcer the reservation requests 
carefully, giving first consideration to school 
representatives who live in distant parts of 
the state and to those whose reservations 
begin on Wednesday night, March 17. Hotel 
and tourist court rooms in Lexington and 
the surrounding area are being held for tour-
nament visitors. Requests for lodging reser-
vations should be addressed to: Lexington 
Chamber of Commerce, Tournament Reser-
vations, 152 East High Street, Lexington, 
~entucky. 
The Second Priority Period will be from 
November 15 to DeGember 1, and will apply 
to others who plan to attend the tourna-
ment. School officials should advise their pa-
trons concerning this period through articles 
in their local or county newspapers. 
Approved and Certified Officials 
Twenty-two football officials have quali-
fied for the "Certified" rating this fall, and 
four for the "Approved" rating. These of-
ficials are : 
Certified Officials-Gus Banko, Thomas 
P. Bell, Howard Bennett, Richard Betz, Rob-
ert H. Cloud, Travis Combs, Edgar Cook, 
Jack H. Durkin, George Goettel, Gene Har-
ris, Fletcher Holeman, Raymond Kraesig, 
Carl Lawson, Reed S. Miller, Bill Nau, Algie 
Reece, K. F. Schmitt, Joseph R. Schuhmann, 
John H. Shaw, Clifton Stone, Edward H. 
Weber, Lloyd Whipple. 
Approved Officials-Layton Cox, John 
S. Crosthwaite, Charles Hoagland, Bernard 
Johnson. 
National Federation Basketball Test 
Part II of the National Federation basket-
ball examination will be given all over Ken-
tucky on Monday, December 7, to officials 
who wish to work for the "Approved" and 
"Certified" ratings. Officials registered 
with the K.H.S.A.A. for the first time this 
year, and who have not been registered pre-
viously in any other state associations, are 
not eligible to take the test. There are hun-
dreds of officials currently registered with 
the Association who are eligible to take the 
1953 test. Those interested should advise 
the State Office immediately in order that 
necessary arrangements can be made with 
the s·chool administrators who will supervise 
the taking of the exam. Officials living in 
Kentucky need not suggest the name of an 
examiner, since it is probable that one ex-
aminer for each county will be named by 
the Commissioner. 
Employment Bureaus 
Sixteen employment bureaus for officials, 
one in each basketball region, have been es-
tablished. Each registered official should file 
at once with the bureau head of each region 
his schedule of games and a list of dates on 
which the official will be available to call 
games. The names of the bureau heads. with 
their business and residence phone numbers, 
are as follows: 
Region 1. Rex Alexander, Murray State 
College, Murray; Business No. 740, Ext. 15; 
Res. No. 1047-W. 
Region 2. Vincent Zachem, 46 Spring St., 
Madisonville; Business No. 963; Res. No. 
1907M. 
Region 3. Roy Settle, 1000 E. 2·0th Street, 
Owensboro; Business No. 3-3575; Res. No. 
3-2136. 
Region 4. Bob Forsythe, Browder; Busi-
ness No. Greenville 309; Res. No. Drakesboro 
2583. 
Region 5. Harold McGuffey, 1109 Nut-
wood, Bowling Green; Res. No. 5090. 
Region 6. Tom Williams, 116 E. Broadway, 
Bardstown; Res. No. 3079. 
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Region 7. David Longenecker, 3910 Olym-
pic Avenue, Louisville ; Business No. BE 
3401; Res. No. TA 9071. 
Region 8. Elmo C. _Head, Shelbyville; 
Business No. 142 ; Res. No. 1273W. 
Region 9. John Schaar, Bellevue High 
School, Bellevue ; Business No. Co 2980; 
Res. No. Co 5069. 
Region 10, E'arle D. Jones, Maysville High 
School, Maysville; Business No. 967; Res. 
No. 55. 
Region 11. Lyman V. Ginger, University 
Training School, Lexington; Business No. 
22200, Ext. 2115; Res. No. 33050. 
Region 12. Robert McLeod, Somerset Clin-
ic, Somerset; Business No. 8001; -Res. No. 571. 
Region 13. Travis Combs, 403 Mound St., 
Harlan; Business No. 1354; Res. No. 1224. 
Region 14. Walter Combs, 409 Oakhurst, 
Hazard; Business No. Grand 183; Res. No. 
Main 3300. 
Region 15. Dick Looney, 313 Scott Avenue, 
Pikeville; Res. No. 813. 
Region 16. J. N. McMillan, Y.M.C.A., Ash-
land; Business No. Ash 370 ; Res. No. Russell 
240. 
Protection Fund News 
One hundred sixty-eight member schools 
of the K.H.S.A.A. had insured their athletes 
with the Protection Fund at the time this 
issue of the magazine went to press. Eighty-
three claims, totaling $1684.00, have been 
paid since July 1. 
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF 
MEMBER SCHOOLS OF THE K.H.S.A.A. 
Adairville H oly Family 
Albany - Clinton County (Ashland) 
Auxier Knott County 
Berea Foundation (Pippapass) 
Boyd County Lily 
(Ashland) Lone J ack 
Bradf ordsville (Four Mile) 
Butler Lone Oak 
Ca lhoun Middleburg 
Camargo Miller sburg Mili. Inst. 
(R. 2, Mt. Sterling ) Mt. Sterling 
Center Mt. Washington 
Charleston Munford'Ville 
(R. 1, Dawson Springs)Oil Spr ings 
Clay County Poplar Creek 
(Manchester) (Carpenter) 
Covington Catholic Riverside Christian 
Elizabethtown Catholic (Lost Creek) 
Eubank St. Augustine 
F eds Creek (Lebanon) 
Fleming County Silver Grove 
(Flemingsburg ) South Portsmouth 
Fulgham Spr ingfi eld 
(R. 1, Clinton) Van Lear 
Gallatin County Vine Gr ove 
(Warsaw) Wallins 
Hartford (Wallins Creek) 
H ellier Wayland 
Referendum Results 
The four proposals concerning changes in 
the track regulations, submitted recently to 
K. H. S. A. A. member schools by referen-
dum, were approved almost unanimously. 
Votes on the proposals were as follows: Pro-
posal I, 134 Yes, 2 No; Proposal II, 130 Yes, 
6 No; Proposal III, 132 Yes, 3 No; Proposal 
IV1, 134 Yes, 2 No. 
New Basketball Film 
The Phillips Pet roleum Company has made 
a new basketball film, THE WINNING WAY. 
Several prints of the film are available, and 
there is no rental charge. 
In a brochure which describes the film, 
the following appears : "How can a basket-
ball team win 90 of every 100 games it plays, 
against some of the finest amateur teams in 
the country? 'The Winning Way' shows in 
practice and actual game sequences how the 
Phillips 66ers blend their individual talents 
into a smooth-operating team. Every phase 
of basketball is demonstrated by the 66ers-
shooting, dribbling, passing, rebounding and 
defense. This movie points out how each 
player, who has been developed in a star by 
sound coaching in high school and college, 
fits his own abilities into the Phillips 66 
system. 'The Winning Way' contains no ad-
vertising. It is suitable for showing to stu-
dents from the eighth grade through college; 
especially interesting and educational to 
members of basketball teams. Also church, 
civic and other organizations will find this 
film valuable as an entertaining feature on 
their programs." 
All requests for THE WINNING WAY 
should be addressed to "Advertising Depart-
ment, Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartles-
ville, Oklahoma." 
------- ----
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF 
REGISTERED FOOTBALL OFFICIALS 
(List Compiled November 1) 
If one telephone number is given for an official listed, it is 
the he-me vhone numbe r unless otherwise d~Ri.R"nated . If two 
numbers are given , the first number is that of the home phone. 
Bach , Sta nley, Route 2, L ex ington, 48319, 32615. 
Beier sdor fer, J im, 5517 S m:rey Ave. , Cinci n nati , Ohio, Hu 7194, 
Hu 6744 
Bloebau m , A lbert L., 418 Pedretti Road, Cincinna ti , Ohio 
Bowers, George, 2802 R ichland, L ouisville 5, Ch 2695 
Chellman, J oh n, P . 0. Box 2651, N ashville 5, T enn., 7-9333 
Clay, Okey K., Williamson, W est V a. 
Coulter, Willia m , 2002 N. F ifth Avenue, E vansville, Indiana, 
37510, 43311. 
Geiser, Carl H., Jr., 2404 Emil Avenue, L ouisville 13, Ca 3023, 
Cy 5521 
H a le, Ed. , F isherville, 21-5597, W a 8466 
H a ndy, Ra lph W ., 3941 S . Third, L ouisville, Em 6-6387, Wa 2211, 
E xt. 41 6 
Jeter , J ohn B., 271 Clay Avenue, L exi ng t on 
L en a h a n , Thomas F., 1655-A Indiana Avenue, L ouisville, 
Ma-8844-W, J a 9912 
Mudd , Edward , 400 N . 42n d, L ouisville, A R 6888 
Schellhase, David G., 1630 W edeki ng, E vansville , Ind. 
Sossamon , J ames W ., 639 Hig hland Blvd., Apt., E., Paducah, 
2-2740 
W arf, Emerson , 706 23rd Str eet, Ashla n d , 0877, 1037 
W ells, Milford, Floyd Motor Co., P r estonsburg, 2116, 2629 
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF 
REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS 
(List Compiled November 1) 
If one telephone number is given for an official listed, it is 
the home phone number unless otherwise desiJlnated. If two 
numbers are &'iven, the first number is that of the home phone. 
Abraham, Robert , Jr., Cumberland College, Williamsburg 
Alexander, William, 215 Fourth, Fulton , 716-W, Paducah 8461 
Alford, Glenn, R.F.D. 3, Stanford 
Allen, John L., 405 Columbia Ave., Campbellsville, 350-G, 312 
Allen, Lowry, 2800 Frederica, Owensboro, 3-6761, 3-4818 
Almond, Alvin, 644 14th St., Alvaton, 4850 
Ashby, James R., Wilson, Auburn, 66B 
Augenstein, Keith, 712 Frederica, Owensboro, 3-0 381, 3-2401, 
Ext. 227 
Baker, Doo C., Lackey, Wayland 3864 
Baker, James E., Box 107, Livingston 
Barton, George Joyce, 121 8 W. Third St., Owensboro 
Basham, Bailey, Leitchfield 
Bates, Gardner, Jr., P . 0. Box 497, Morehead 
Baxter, George L., West Broadway, Mayfield, 1466-W 
Beiersdorfer, Jim, 5518 Surrey Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, Hu 7194, 
Hu 6744 , 
Bell, Harry Lee, Box 388, Whitley City 
Bennett, Gene, P. 0. Box 218, Wheelersburg, Ohio, Scioto 1078R 
Betz, Don, R. R. 2, Ripley, Ohio 
Bigelow, Ralph, R. 1, Mayslick, 2351 
Blackburn, Viley 0. , First National Bank B ldg., Somerset 
Blankenship, Zeb, Virgie 
Boswell, T. H ., Horse Branch 
Bowen, Gayle Blair, R .F.D. 3, Carlisle, 501-3-3 
Bowers, George, 2802 Richland, Louisville 5, Ch 2695 
Boyles, Clarence A., 205 So. Sixth, Louisville 
Breeding, Coleman Bruce, Blackey 
Bridges, Bennie Edward, North Middletown, 4392 
Briggs, Creson, 125 Liberty Parkway, Clarksville, Tenn, 4425, 
7567 
Bunnell, Kenneth L., Munfordville 
Burke, David L., 224 Cumberland Ave., Louisville, Em 66948 
Bush, Kenneth, R.F.D. 2, Cadiz, 612 1 
Butcher, Douglas, Paintsville, 245Y 
Cansler, Arthur A., R.F.D. 5, H opkinsville, Tu 5-8207, Tu 6-2581 
Capps, Jerry R ., College Station, Murray 
Carlisle, John R., L a Center 
Carnes, Richard, 327 Front, New Richmond, Ohio, 3112, 257 
Cassady, Charles W., 1127 Kentucky St., Bowling Green, 
9538, 7424 
Castle, Lindle, Box 375, Morehead 
Clay, Okey K., Williamson, West Va. 
Cloar, Robert T., Box 83, College Station, Murray 
Coe, H arold, 1558 Normal Drive, Bowling Green 
Coe, Jimmy, 310Y, E. 12th St., Bowling Green 
Cole, W. Frank, Jr., 219 Redbud Road, Owensboro 
Colosky, SteveR., 3013 Pennway, Louisville, Ch 1773 (Bus. No.) 
Colley, L arry, Farmington 
Combs, Charles S., H artford 
Conley, Grover, 8507 Granite, Wheelersburg, Ohio, 959-F 
Conley, Tom W., Oil Springs 
Cooper, Hewlett, Route 4, Murray 
Cornett, Robert M., 116 E. State Street, Frankfort 4-2948, 
4-2281 ' 
Cosby, H. P., Tompkinsville, 8792 (Bus No.) 
Craig, Randy, 446 Elm, Ludlow, Co 2765, Ma 5285 
Crowell, Jimmie Ray, R.F.D. 2, Benton, 2171 
Cullen, Linden R., 301 Finley Ave., Providence 
Cuzzort, Donley, Cumberland 
Davidson, George W., Jr. , Annville, 4-2683 
Davis, Donald, 39 Harrison Ave., Bellevue Ju 9813 He 6990 
Davis , Richard, 5903 Harding Ave., Portsmouth, Ohio, 21011, 
Ext. 493 (Bus. No.) 
Day, William J. , Box 676, West Liberty 
Deatherage, William L., 208 Black St., Barbourville 
DeMo~sey, Fox, 113 H artweg Ave., Fort Thomas 
DeM01sey, Truett R., Box 7, Walton 
Ditto •. William F., 1407Y, Center, Bowling Green, 8204 
Downing, Dero, Smallhouse R;oad, Bowling Green, 5368, 8571 
Dow.ns, John W., 112 N. Third St., Bardstown 3033, 338/i 
Dumgan, Hen ry, 2823 So. Virginia St., Hopkinsville 5-5607 
~1«4 ' • 
Duncan, Art, Middleton H eights, Shelbyville, 976M, 1150 
Eades, James M., South Ca rrollton 
Earle, H erschel, R.F.D. 1, Berry, 941 W 1 
Engle, Orville, 208 Tenn. Ave. , Pineville 
Evans, Julian I., 605 lOth, Shelbyville 
Eversmeyer, Lys le K., 204 Walnut, Clarksville, Tenn. 
Farley, Thomas H ., Box 2, Murray 
Farris, H arry H ., 100 V ictory Ave., Lexington, 2-2166 (Bus. N o. ) 
Ferguson, Ford, College, Paintsvi lle, 274 
Flynn, Robert D., 1407 V ersailles Road, Lexington 
Gabbard, 0. W., 1527 F erguson St. , Ashland, Park 1207 
Gaddis, James Lee, 1428 W. Third St., Owensboro 
Gant, W . G., Jr., c/ o Peace Motor Sales, Corbin 
Gardner, Kessner, 707 N. Fourth , Boonville, Ind., 543 
Gentry, Richard Lee, East Bernstadt, 2603, 2631 
Gilvin, Allie F., Box 352, Morehead State College, Morehead, 
Maysville 426 
Ginger, W. L., Jr., 208 Rosemont, Providence 
Godsey, Garland, Boone Street, Powell Bldg., Berea, Berea 367, 
Waco 4071 
Goodin, Charles L., 632 Mt. View Ave., Pineville, 214, 6 
Goranflo, R. E. , 133 Bonner, Louisville, Be 2805, Anchorage 912 
Gourley, Harold , 1633-A E. Franklin , Evansville, Indiana, 
314328, 5-7201 
Gumm, Kenneth E., 408 Chestnut, L ondon, 406 
Gwin, Robert L., 806 Bachusburg Road, Mayfield, 1192-R 
Hale, Ed, Fisherville, 21-5597 , Wa 8466 
H aley, Dalton D ., 230 W. College, Mayfield, 943-W 
H a ll , Billy Joe, 120 Bridge, Morehead, 327 -R 
Hammons, William Earl, 68 Fitch A ve., Winchester 
Hancock, Thomas E. , Fulton, 1222-R2 
Harrell, Leighton E. Jr., Office of Division Chaplain, Third 
Armored Div., Fort Knox, West Point 3519, 3153 
H ash, Ova., 110 Lynn Ave., Corbin 
H atfield, Paul E., 1634-C John, Evansville, Indiana 
Hayes, Charles R., 401 East 21st St., Owensboro, 3-0114, 3-3548 
Hinkle, Melvin, Route 4, Paris 
Hinton, David, Route 1, Drakesboro 
Hodges, Holbert, 516 N. Hill, London 
H ogg, Ray H. , Box 127, Falmouth 
Holbrook, William M., 2616 Newman, Ashland, Park 3237, 3100 
H oskins , Charles, 2922 Finn Ave., Louisville 
Howard, Harry, Jr., 260 E. Third, London 
H oward, Jimmy Dale, R.F.D. 2, Salem 
Huff, Carl, Jr., 1017 W. Delaware, Evansville, Ind. , 27234 
J ennings, James F ., Box 164, College Station, Murray 
Jerger, Carl B., 1601 E. Sycamore, Evansville, Ind. 
Jeter, John B., 271 Clay Ave., Lexington, 33441, 24200 
Johnson, J. T ., R.F.D. 1, Pryorsburg 
Johnson, Ralph, Hitchins 
Johnson, Walter "Budge", P. 0. Box 110, Hitchins 
Jones, Boyer, 407 Taylor B lvd., Campbellsville, 348-W, 277-X 
Keeton, Bill, 308 Franklin St., Louisa, 275-J, 223-W 
Kiefer, Wilms, 425 Dixon, Henderson, 4204, 3772 
Knifley, Ivan, Auburn, 32, 8 
Knox, Billy Ray c/o B. F. Riggins, South 16th, Murray, 439-J 
Krek el, John W., 36'41 Vermont Ave., Louisville, Ra 5476, 
Ja 8261 
Lafser, Ray C., College Station No. 31, Murray, 9107, 1076 
Lefevers, Ferman, Cardinal 
LeForge, Ronald M., Box 521, Maysville, 1314R 
Lile, William A., Route 2, Crofton 
Little, .f. B ., 321 Rose Lane, L exington 1 
Littral, .Tames W. , 1019 Oak Hill Dr. , Lexington, 2-3617 
Lykins, Clayton G., V a nceburg 
McCord, Anthony A., 1636 Courtney Ave., L exington, 3-3814 
McCord, Coleman, 1727 Courtney, L exington 
McCollum, Robert G., 406 H oliday Road, Lexington, 2-3710 
McDonald, Robert, Springfield 
McDowell, Glen D ., 134 Hibbard, Pikeville, 252 
McKnight, Chester W., 1320 South 8th St. , Ironton, Ohio, 160, 
Ashland 287 
McQuilling, Gerald, 1208 S . Boeke Rd., Evansville, Ind., 66941, 
5-3311, Sta. 44 
Mahan, Robert M., 114 Water St., Mayfield, 867-J 
Martin, Bobby Eugene, Route 2, Beaver Dam 
Meadows, Marvin Ray, Allais 
Meeks, Jack, 211 Kentucky Ave., Corbin, 378-J, 78 
Mitchell , Samuel W., Co "L", Student Reg., Fort Knox 
Moss, Bobby G., LaCenter 
Moss, Walter Anderson, Route 2, LaCenter 
Mullins, Noah, W., 148 Stout Ave. , Versailles, 777R, Frank-
fort 4-2221 
Myers, Edward B., 626 Columbia Ave. , Glasgow 2878 
Newman, Bill, 1614 Sixth, Portsmouth, Ohio, 56503 
Newton C. S., Jr., Asbury College, Wilmore 
Northrup, Bill, 215 Capitol, Frankfort 
Owens, R. L., Jr., 302 19th St., Corbin, 1124 M , 9149 
Osborne, Bill, 410 E. Main, Vine Grove, 095 
Park, J . M. 924 Yarbo Lane, Paducah, 56567, 55292 
Parker, Vollie B ., Box 404, Leitchfield, 30 (Bus. No.) 
Polk, John Collins, Box 118, Lebanon, 231-W 
Porter, Roscoe, Box 193, Madisonville, 443J 
Poulson, Jerry E. Jr., P. 0. Box 1213, College Station, Berea, 
356, 301 
Powers, Jerry 0., 1204 Allen , Owensboro, 9-3-2000, 4-3-3713 
Rake!, Roland G. , 8512 Donegal Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
Sy 1662, Ma 6737 
Rail, Eugene, 124 W. Todd, Frankfort, 4-2355, 4-4408 
Ranney, Charles, Hartford, 314-W 
Ranson, Robert M., St. Joseph, West Louisville 2526 
Rash, Lindell L., Mortons Gap, 4242 
Ray, Robert R., Cave City 
Ricketts, Claude 0., 6620 Strawberry Lane, Louisville 
Roach, Earl Wilton, Box 7 4, Symsonia, 2261 
Robinson, John, Jr., Box 361, Jackson, 83-W 
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Rosser, Terry Harris, 1103 W ashington , H enderson , 2500 (Bus. 
N o.) 
Russell , Allen Wells, 1503 Main Street, Murray 
Sang, Bob, 4308 Gartin, Ash land 
Schu, Wilbur, W. Main Street, Georgetown 
Seale, John D., Booneville 
Seelye, Arthur L., Box 82, Murray 
Sexton William L., 42 3 Third Ave. , Dayton 
Shaw, ' Donald Lee, 217 Matthew, Campbellsville, 334-W 
Simmons , Earl Clifton , P . 0. Box 36, Arlington, 71 
Smith, Eurie H ayes, Rou te 1, Buech el 
Smith, Wilbur Gaylord , Race land, Oak 954 
Sos h, William N., Third Street, Unio ntown, 4 
Stephenson , Harry S., 2210 Circle Drive, L exington 
Thompson, Roy C. , Norfleet Dr. , Somerset 
Thurman, Robert N. , 631 So. 44th St., Louisville 
Tilford, Eugene, L eitchfield , 122 (Bus. No.) 
Tompkins, Chest er B., Slaughte rs , Evansville 4-6775, 20020 
Toon , Joseph Eugene, Fancy Farm 
Topmi ller, Ben, .Jr., Browoer, Drak esboro 2472 
Tucker, Ed, North Central Ave., Somerset 
T urner, A . . J ., Langley, Wayland 3911 
Turner , J ack F. , P. 0. Box 48, Cadiz, 194-W 
Varble, William, 1705 Cypress , L oui svill e Ra 6712, Ra 3621 
Vest, James T ., Colonial Court, Apt. B1, Bowling Green 3796 
Walker Julian R., 716 Tremont, Lexington , 4-7116, 2-5494 
Walker, Paul R., 103 Pine Court, Glasgow 
Walton, Roy, P. 0. Box 602, Morehead State College, Morehead 
Ward, Robert L. , 842 Mill, Henderson, 2759 (Bus. No.) 
W ebb, J ames G., P . 0. Box 47, Corydon, 4801 
W ebb, Oren H. , Sweeden 
Wedge, Donald R., 1316 Svt'ing St., Ports mouth , Ohio 
Woods, Clyde, Four Mile 
Yaggi, Bill, 731 -11th, T ell City, Indiana, 803-R, 455 
Yates , John S., 111 Washington St., Georgetown 
Yessin, Humzey, 211 Tahoma Road, Lexington 
Young, A llen, P. 0. Box 145, Columbia, 2674, 4111 
Pull In Your Head 
WHillN FOOTBALL IN JURIES are dis-
cussed, it is the practice to urge preventive 
measures in the abstract. To pinpoint effec-
tive devices is more difficult. For the past 
ten years, most of the severe injuries have 
been concussions which cause the squishing 
of soft brain tissues inside the skull or they 
are twists of the spinal column, usually near 
the junction of head and body. Protective 
covering of these areas helps but the most 
effective prevention is in the teaching of 
players to use the protective devices which 
nature has provided. 
AT A RECENT DEMONSTRATION of 
physical training drills in the Maritime Pro-
vinces of Canada. a Danish gymnastic in-
structor with a Vidor Borge accent drew a 
belly laugh when he yelled at the class "pull 
in your head." It would not be funny to any 
veteran football coach who has learned that 
the first safety commandment is "hide your 
head." 
CLARK SHAUGHNESSY, a Chicago Bear 
coach and the man who developed the scien-
tific precision and split-second timing in the 
T formation, is certain that he has prevented 
dozens, possibly hundreds, of prospective 
serious injuries through a few specific fun-
damentals. One of these is related to the 
gymnastic instructor's command to "pull in 
your head." Clark's version is "make a bull 
neck." It is more descriptive of the real need. 
The king of the bovine world has been fitted 
by evolution with the most effective device 
for withstanding the head shocks incurred 
in defending his kingdom. The head with the. 
neck stretched out is like an apple on a stic~ 
and it will wobble with the lightest blow. · 
When the head is bent as in a line charge by 
an untrained player, the neck vertebrae are 
as bulnerable as a glass Cory rod. A veteran 
coach cringes and shuts his eyes when he 
watches some uninstructed player duck his 
head and with back of the neck exposed, 
bang into a tackler or a mass of linemen. It 
isn't a matter of curling up like a squirrel in 
hibernation. Rather, it is "making a bull 
neck" when nature has not yet had years 
enough to develop it. It is pulling the head 
into the shoulders and shortening the neck 
to provide a solid socket which will with-
stand shock. When a player becomes too 
fatigued to do this, he ought to come off the 
field. That is one advantage of the free sub-
stitution rule but this is not a substitute for 
good training. 
OTHER SAFETY DEVICES used by 
Shaughnessy are designed to prevent acciden-
tal collisions in pradice and pregame acti-
vity. In drills for kicking, run-backs and 
passing, the two or more groups stand back 
to back with each group moving in opposite 
ends of the field. thus avoiding overlapping 
areas where collisions occur. In cut-back 
drills in whkh a lineman, especially a guard, 
crosses behind the snapper, , crashes caused 
by missed signals are avoided by rigid en-
forcement of a coaching regulation that 
the guard who is to go around must yell 
"me." If there are two "me's," everyone is 
alerted for possible collision. These are de-
vices which, if universally used, would fur-
ther reduce football injuries. 
DEVELOPMENTS IN EQUIPMENT may 
help. A plastic face guard is being used in 
several areas and statistics are being col-
lected. Rubber mouth protectors are more 
widely used with ea·ch year. A knee brace 
with a ball-bearing joint is reported to pre-
vent a "trick knee" from getting out of line. 
Several manufacturers are now using shock-
absorbing air-celled sheets of plastic to cover 
shoulder and thigh pads. 
BUT THE GREATEST SAFETY IS IN 
COA:CHING PLAYERS TO : "PULL IN 
YOUR HEAD", "HIDE YOUR HEAD", 
"MAKE' A BULL NECK". Clark Schaugh-
nessy, one of the smartest and most ex-
perienced coaches in the game, believes this 
to be the first fundamental of safety in 
football or any contact activity. 
-National Federation Press. 
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The Flying Dutchman 
Here are short shots and some long ones 
from the Dutchman as he "wraps up" his 
twelfth annual basketball tour over the state, 
conducting basketball clinics. Total conducted 
over the years is now 182. 
Before you do another thing, go out and 
buy a GET WELL CARD and mail it right 
now to Mrs. Rex Alexander, Ward 347, St. 
Joseph's Hospital, Louisville. Attractive Mrs. 
Alexander, wife of Rex, has been stricken 
with polio. You can make your lives count 
for Christianity by cheering her up with a 
post card shower from every section of the 
state. 
You can travel the state looking for fine 
people, but you'll never find a grander fel-
low than Rex. At the Basketball Officials 
School during the past two years, he has 
endeared himself to everybody. It was just 
following this year's school that his wife 
had her attack. Write her that card now. 
One reason why the program of the 
K.H.S.A.A. is outstanding is because the 
Commissioner has always encoura'ged un-
selfish projects. Those Game Guy Dutchman 
awards 'are picking un momentum daily now 
as coach after coach interests himself in 
some kid "bowled over" by a physical handi-
cap. Such athletic men must bring a smile 
to the face of the "MAN UPSTAIRS." 
In Jackson. Coach Tubby Calhoun is work-
ing with Bill Davis who is whipping polio. 
Joe Billy Mansfield interested himself in 
Malcolm · Hancock. son of the vice-president 
of the Montana High School Athletic Associa-
tion. The seventeen-year-old lad shattered 
two vertebrae in his spine when he fell over 
a cliff while golfing in Wisconsin where the 
National Federation Convention was held. 
Both boys received the Lionheart L'apel But-
ton because they refuse to quit. Take it from 
the Dutc'hman. when you encourage kids 
to whip their handicaps, you just have to 
oualify for a Flving l)utchman Cob Pipe of 
Honor for unselfish service. Naturally Tubby 
has one on the wav as does Dr. Bob McLeod . 
of Somerset. Joe Billy has had his for a long 
time. 
This chap, Bob McLeod, is an amazing 
fellow. The 32-year-old pediatric specialist is 
one of the staff of doctors who own and 
ouerate the nationally-praised Somerset 
Clinic. Bob likes to take his recreation in 
fields associated with athletics. 
For this reason, you'll find him at the 
Briar Jumpers football practices, taking 
care of every kid who needs him and always 
ready to re-create himself by officiating a 
basketball game. Dr. Bob is one of the best 
"hobbyest" the Dutchman has met in the 
field of kid athletics. 
Ate dinner with Scotch Bob on my clinic 
tour and then made a sashay about town 
with him on our way to the meeting. We 
had taken about ten steps when a cute little 
girl said, "Sorry I forgot my appointment 
today, can I come tomorrow?" 
"Sure, Honey," replied Doc. 
Then a teen age boy yelled, "Doc, we 
missed you at practice today." Another 
couple of teen agers slapped the Scotch guy 
on the back affectionately. It was just im-
possible for the young doctor to take more 
than a few steps before some kid greeted 
him warmly. The clerk at the hotel summed 
it all up when he said, "Doc Bob likes kids; 
he will never grow old." Bob will run his 
region's basketball schools for officials and 
you can bet he will keep right on encourag-
ing polio stricken football star, Charlie 
Flynn, to keep fighting. Some fellow, this 
Bob McLeod! 
Unless you know some-
body youn:ger, the hand-
some Vernon Lee Johnson, 
of Mount Sterling, must 
qua I if y as Kentucky's 
youngest basketball offi-
cial. Vernon worked his 
first game three years ago 
with Dick Looney while he 
was seventeen. He credits 
Dick Looney with teaching 
him all he knows about 
Vernon Lee Johnson whistle-blowing. We learn-
ed this at the Morehead Clinic. 
At the Bowling Green clinic, Coach E'd 
Diddle dropped off into sound slumber while 
the Dutchman was in the midst of his best 
oratory. Popular Coach McCoy Tarry also 
relaxed himself with a short nap during 
the clinic fiesta at Mayfield. Ted can now 
advertise in his Athlete: "Do you suffer from 
insomnia; do sleeping pills fail to rock you 
to ~sleep? Don't fret, contact old Ted and he 
will send his clinic director to you." 
Clayton Hood, Ernie Chattin and Johnnie 
Horton blame it on the jokes told. Say they: 
"The ones the Dutchman tells will make any-
body drowsy." 
We found hundreds of grand guys at all 
'the clinics. Take Johnnie Horton, who 
operates a fishing dock at Monticello. The 
chap is bringing us down as his guest to 
catch 20-inch bass and wall-eyes. Pulaski 
County',s John Maguire is doing the same 
thing at another dock. Why don't you catch 
I 
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a ten pounder with the Dutchman? 
Do you know a i'\chool or community which 
can qualify for one of the Dutchman's Abou 
Ben Adhem awards for promotion of neigh-
borly feeling with their opponents? Do you 
know of a group anywhere who went out of 
its way to be courteous to officials? Let us 
know. It was the Falls Cities Officials As-
sociation who won the Abou this month-
Kentucky's a great place to live-Don't you 
think? 
"They" Means You 
By Sec'y Mark N. Funk in Pennsylvania P'Athlete 
"Law is the expression of the general 
will," states the Declaration of the Rights 
of Man. Laws should be the expression of 
the will of the people for orderly living. John 
Locke declared that "freedom of men under 
government is to have a standing rule to live 
by." 
The enforcement of law depends upon the 
willingness of the individual to obey the law 
and live in a well ordered society. Since the 
people make the laws, it is difficult to under-
stand why law enforcement is such a great 
problem. But some seek special consideration 
before the law while others violate the law 
with disregard for the general welfare. 
Even with police power and court regula-
tion, laws will be violated. The hope of dem-
ocracy is to get the fullest cooperation of 
the citizens in obedience to law and reduce 
police action to a minimum. 
All organizations establish rules and regu-
lations to guide their operation. These basic 
rules are usuallv written in the form of a 
constitution and by-laws. In the State High 
School Association, these rules are passed 
by a majority of the member schools. There-
fore, rules have the support of majority op-
inion. 
Most members seek to observe the rules. 
De Tocqueville stated: "In the United States 
the majority governs in the name of the 
people .... This majority is principally com-
posed of peaceable citizens, who, either by 
inclination or by interest, are sincerely de~ 
sirous of the welfare of the country." This 
is equally true of State Association member 
schools. 
Cicero once said, "It is not so much the 
science of law that produces litigation, as 
the ignorance of it." The number of viola-
tions will be kent to a minimum when all 
member schools have full information. That 
is one purpose of the State A~sociation maga-
zine or bulletin. 
If democracy fails, we can blame the citi-
zens themselves, for authority is vested in 
them. If the State Association fails, the 
members are to blame, for authority is vested 
in them. The State Association has no hired 
detective force. Success must come through 
the discipline of the group. 
Why don't they keep the streets a little cleaner? 
You ask with deep annoyance not undue. 
Why don't they keep the parks a little greener? 
Did you ever stop to think that they means you? 
How long will they permit this graft and stealing? 
Why don't they see the courts are clean and true? 
Why will they wink at crooked public dealing? 
Did you ever stop to think that they means you? 
What Is Going Where? 
(National Fedet·ation Editorial) 
IN HARMONY with established custom, it 
is claimed that the younger generation is 
going to the dogs, the governmental pro-
cesses are going crazy and the college ath-
letic program has already gone to the un-
mentionable place. 'So where does that leave 
the high school athletic program and where 
is it going? 
IT MAY BE DIFFICULT to point out its 
destination but one thing is certain-it will 
go in the direction desired by the school ad-
ministrators who have been made respons-
ible. It will be as good or as bad as they make 
it. It will contribute to or detract from a 
well rounded school curriculum, depending 
on the wisdom such administrators exhibit 
in their efforts to promote that which is 
constructive and to prevent that which tears 
down. Therein lies the great difference be-
tween the high school athletic program and 
promotional activities which have been un-
der no such controls. 
THE EARLY ESTABLISHMENT of rigid 
·controls and their enforcement have insured 
a degree of educational value and a liberal 
respect for the program. When a fire rages, 
it tends to consume everything within range 
just as war engulfs areas which would pre-
fer to remain neutral. No one can be sure 
that the profe,-;sionalized promotions will 
not affect the thinking concerning this re-
maining amateur field. The only hopeful 
factor is in the established machinery 
through which the direction of the school 
program has been controlled. 
THE SCHOOL ATHLETIC PROGRAM is 
going where its administrators choose to 
have it go. They have the responsibility for 
charting its course and the authority to keep 
it on ·Course. The only danger is that they 
(Continued on Page Ten) 
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HERE AND THERE OVER . THE NATION 
SWIMMING RULES: The leading subject 
of conversation (and argument) at the last 
meeting of the Swimming Committee was the 
"hand touch" rule which requires that a 
swimmer must touch the end of the pool with 
a hand when turning in any race. It was the 
contention of many that there is no longer 
any use for this rule and that the only need-
ed requirement is that the end of the pool 
be touched by some part of the body, usually 
the feet. The Swimming Coaches Associa-
tion was convinced thflt the hand touch rule 
could be eliminated without any detrimental 
effects. After careful consideration. a major-
ity of the Swimming Rules Committee voted 
that it should be retained. As a result, the 
rule concerning this continues to be the same 
as it has been in past years. 
CHARLES H. ABBOTT of Providence is 
the newly elected Chairman of the Rhode 
Island Secondary S1chool Principals Associa-
tion (Committee on Athletics), and Jesse M. 
Beers of ~rovidence is Secretary. Men such 
as John L. Burke, Harold F. Scott. James E. 
Bates and Herbert Taylor continue to be 
active in the work of the organization. Rhode 
J,sland is one of the State Associations in 
which a healthy set of controls has been 
formulated and maintained by responsible 
school administrators. The s'chool athletic 
program is in a healthy condition. 
B. P. WOOD. prominent football and 
basketball official in Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
has authored an interesting comment on the 
life of an official. Boiled down, it goes some-
thing like thi,s, "Billv Jones was an official. 
He had his share of vilifications and trials 
bv fire. Billv reached the end of the trail. 
When he reported at the Chief Referee's 
Headquarters where his record was checked 
by veteran official named Pete, the record 
indi>cated that Billy had called 'em as he saw 
'em. The verdict was 'Son, you are hired per-
manently-you had your hell on earth'." 
SECRETARY R. M. W ALSETH and his 
South Dakota Board of Control have com-
pleted a motion picture film which pictures 
a number of the contact situations which 
arise in each game. One purpose of the film 
is to attempt to secure a greater degree of 
uniformity in what constitutes incidental 
contact and what should be considered illegal. 
The film will be used in the series of basket-
ball meetings which inaugurate the new 
basketball season. A. A. Quintal, member of 
the National Basketball Advisorv Commit-
tee and a member of the South Dakota Board 
of Control, assisted with the work. 
MALCOLM HANCOCK, who was seriously 
injured in a fall at Lake Delton, Wisconsin, 
at the time of the Federation summer meet-
ing. has been moved to the hospital at Great 
Falls, Montana. While his improvement has 
been as rapid as could be expected, it will 
require a long period of convalescence. Mes-
sages of encouragement will be helpful. Mail 
sent to his home address of Great Falls, 
Montana, will reach him. 
FOOTBALL ACTIVITY: The National 
Federation Football Code substitution rule 
is being univers~llv used for hi!:rh school 
games. Even in the few areas where the tran-
sition has not yet been made to the complete 
Federation code, the free substitution rule 
has been adopted. The full Federation Code 
has been used this season for the first time in 
the state of Vermont and in the city high 
schools of Buffalo and Chicago. These two 
latter cities were, because of certain local con-
ditions, "hold-outs" until the current season. 
Early season reports from each of these 
areas indicate a hillh degree of satisfaction 
with the code and the belief that high school 
football has been improved hecause of the 
transition. Vermont Secretarv Joseph A. 
Wiggin states that several offidals who had, 
at the start, doubted the advisability of the 
transition, now report that the rules are logic-
al and easy to oPerate and that everything is 
working out well. Rhode Island used the free 
substitution rule this season and offidal 
adoption of the full code has been made for 
the season of 1954. 
CANADA: The Ontario Federation of 
School Athletic Associations is making 
great progress in the organizing of the high 
school athletic program under the new prov-
ince-wide organhation, administered by 
Charles V. Box, Executive Secretary. Dis-
tances in the province are great and there 
is a wide variation between the needs of the 
schools in the several metropolitan areas and 
the S'chools in some of the less populated 
areas where the nearest neighboring school 
may be one hundred miles away. One of the 
problems which confronts the new organi-
zation is the past tendency of a number of 
the high school teams to play under the 
sponsorship of some organization other than 
the high school. There is great interest in 
hockey and the schools are at a disadvant-
age because few of them own a hockey rink. 
Hence. it is necessary to deuend on outside 
organizations to provide the facilities for 
this game. There is a great increase in inter-
est in basketball and a corresponding growth 
, 
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in the number of fairly adequate gymna-
siums. The school group is still handicapped 
by the fact that the seating capacity in near-
ly all high school gymnasiums is small and, 
in many cases, the size of the floor is inade-
quate. These conditions are being corrected 
in places where there is a construction pro-
gram and where guidance is given through 
the Federation office. 
The new secretary-treasurer of the New 
Brunswick Inters·cholastic Athletic Associa-
tion is A. L. Inch, who is principal of the high 
school at Fredericton. The association works 
in close cooperation with the province de-
partment of physical education administered 
by Stanley Spicer. G. Forbes Elliot of St. 
Johns continues to be an active officer of 
the association. 
Athletks in Nova Scotia are administered 
by the Athletic Committee of the Nova 
Scotia Headmasters' Athletic Association. 
The chairman of the committee is Hugh 
Noble who is Director of Physical Fitness 
in the Department of Education. While the 
number of high schools in this province· is 
not large, the organization has been very 
active in promoting the welfare of the 
schools. Coaches, athletic directors and the 
officers of the Athletic Committee work in 
close cooperation in the sponsoring of acti-
vities which contribute to a healthy activity 
program. Competition in the member schools 
includes at least nine sports, i.e., rugby, 
soccer, volleyball, hockey, boys' basketball, 
girls' basketball, curling, baseball and track 
and field. 
THE' NEW BASKETBALL OFFICIAL'S 
MANUAL is morB comprehensive than pre-
vious publications in this field and it recog-
nizes the many recent developments such as 
the 1 and 1 penalty, the question of which 
team is in control of the ball and other fac-
tors which have a bearing on proper admin-
istration of the game. The publication is be-
ing used ·as the basis for nearly all State As-
sociation-sponsored basketball meetings. A 
set of slides or slide films to supplement the 
new book is being planned. 
It is •generally recognized that this is a 
year of decision with reference to the direc-
tion the game of basketball will move. Near-
ly everyone is agreed that the number of 
personal fouls which occur in a game has 
reached, and possibly passed, the desirable 
limit. Viewpoints differ in the way in which 
a further increase can be avoided. In prac-
tically all of the high school groups, the 
viewpoint is that the 8 % decrease in number 
of personal fouls for last season may be a 
trend which indicates that corrective mea-
sures are being taken without any experi-
mentation with a rougher type game in 
which more contact will be permitted. Those 
who hold this viewpoint are of the opinion 
that any tendency to permit contact in the 
back court which would be illegal in the vic-
inity of the basket is an invitation to a 
rougher type of game and one in which the 
roughness will increase as the game pro-
gresses. If a team is permitted to swarm 
on the opponent in the back court, the press-
ing type Defense will be popular and the 
game will be progressively rougher. If that 
should develop, the present skills in ball 
handling will be affected, probably adversely. 
For the past several seasons, the better of-
ficials · have handled contact situations in a 
satisfactory manner so that rough play has 
been prohibited. Most of the unsatisfactory 
performances have been in cases where less 
efficient officials anticipated contact or 
where one team or the other has been unable 
to play a skillful game without excessive 
contact. The problem is to instill a uniform 
attitude concerning contact situations and 
to bring the unduly technical officiating into 
line with that which characterizes the bet-
ter games. In the hundreds of basketball 
meetings which are being sponsored in all 
parts of the nation, the emphasis will be on 
the efforts of players, coaches and officials 
to work toward a game in which there will 
not be so many cases of illegal contact. If 
all efforts are directed to this end, there is 
reason to believe that the downward trend 
as indicated by last season's statistics will · 
continue through the current season. 
FLORIDA: The following is an excerpt 
from a recent issue of the Florida High 
School Activities Association bulletin: "We 
note with interest that the few states which 
still play high school football under the Col-
legiate Code are planning to make exceptions 
to that code in order to make use of the Fed-
eration-type free substitution rule. It is dif-
ficult to understand why such states are not 
cooperating with the great majority in mak-
ing the high school rules." 
SUPERINTENDENT GUS LYBECKER, 
Past-President of the Washington High 
School Athletic Association, is retiring from 
his school position and from membership on 
the State Association Board of Control. Mr. 
Lybecker has been in the forefront of many 
battles in working for the best interests of 
the high schools. 
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WHAT IS GOING WHERE? 
(Continued from Page Seven) 
lose interest, or delegate too much authority 
or fail to realize the importance of constant 
vigil and steadfast purpose. 
WHAT IS GOING WHERE depends on 
who is going where. The high S'chool athletic 
program is not going anyplace except as 
dictated by those at the helm. On the state-
wide or nationwide basis, it has never been 
out of control. If there are evils, the means 
of curing them are at hand. If there are 
good features about them, the means of re-
taining and expanding them are available. 
IT IS A GREAT CAUSE- AND WORTH 
FIGHTING FOR!! 
New Film Available 
The K.H.S.A.A. 
has rented three 
prints of the new 
film, M 0 D E R N 
BASEBALL, and 
has placed these on 





The film, which 
runs for twenty 
minutes, is a six-
teen mm sound film 
in color. It was pro-
duced by the Official Sports Film Service 
(A. A. Schabinger, Director) by authority 
of the National Federation of State High 
School Athletic Association, the Joint Base-
ball Committee (.composed of representa-
tives of the National, American and Minor 
Leagues, and the National Federation) and 
in cooperation with the American Associa-
tion of College Baseball Coaches. 
The picture portrays thrilling action by 
School Athletic Associations, the Joint Base-
and minor league players. There are inter-
esting views of baseball executives of the 
Major Leagues, National Federation, Minor 
Leagues, and colleges. Correct game adminis-
tration by umpires is shown. 
Play situations, some in slow motion, some 
animated, demonstrate rulings on FORCE 
plays, APPEAL plays, OBSTRUCTION 
by fielder, INTERFERENCE with fielder, 
AWARDING of bases, the INFIELD fly, 
the STRIKE zon~, the BALK and legal pitci}-
ing procedures. 
This picture is a valuable addition to the 
school athletic program, suitable for use in 
meetings of baseball coaches and umpires1 
school assemblies, baseball study groups, 
service clubs and other community gather-
ings. It is also attractive for any athletic 
banquet where entertainment as well as in-
struction is desired, 
The film has been made pos·sible by the 
sponsorship of two good friends of athletics: 
General Mills, makers of Wheaties, "Break-
fast of Champions"; and Wilson Sporting 
Goods Company, makers of "the LAST Word 
in Modern Sports Equipment." 
When We Play-
By Secretary H. R. Peterson (Minnesota) 
Each week throughout the football sea-
son in this state, thousands of players will 
represent their high s!Chools in a display of 
their skills and abilities in this rugged con-
tact sport, and tens of thous·ands of specta-
tors wil share the thrills and excitement of 
interscholastic play. 
WHEN WE PLAY WILL OUR OPPON-
ENTS 
be glad that they had the opportunity and 
privilege of engaging in interschool com-
petition with our team? 
testify to the worth and value of the as-
sociations formed and to the enjoyment of 
the competition provided? 
respect our standards of play, knowledge 
of the game and the quality of the skills 
shown? 
commend us for our conduct on and off 
the field before, during and after the game? 
recognize that we were dressed and acted 
like gentlemen? 
feel that we represented the best ideals 
and traditions of our school and community; 
that we brought honor and credit to our edu-
cational institution? 
WHEN WE PLAY WILL OUR FANS 
enhance the reputation and prestige of our 
school and our community? 
prove their love for good competition and 
the game itself is superior to a demand for 
victory at all costs? 
respect at all times the decisions of the 
Officials? 
stimulate the team to play to the best of 
its ability? 
loyally support the team in victory or 
defeat? 
bring good will and respect to our school 
and community? 
improve the friendly relations existing be-
tween the s'chools, the communities and citi-
zens in general? 
create a better understanding of the stand-
ards which govern interschool athletics? 
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EARLY SEASON BASKETBALL QUESTIONS 
(Continued from Page One) 
the foul with reference to whether the ball 
has left the hand, it is customary for the 
Official to lean toward considering it a foul 
against a thrower. 
6. PLAY: What attitude should Officials 
have toward contact fouls committed in the 
back court? 
RULING: The same as their attitude con-
cerning a foul committed anywhere else. In 
former years, when a greater amount of con-
tact was permitted, it led to a pressing de-
fense which resulted in defensive players 
"swarming on" the player in control. Thi·s 
caused a great deal of wild passing and 
erratic ball handling. It led to progressive 
roughness. Also, before the game had ended, 
there were usually more, rather than fewer, 
fouls. Basketball leaders are in agreement 
that the limit on number of free throws has 
been reached, and possibly passed. A major-
ity are hopeful that the reduction in number 
of fouls in last season's play indicates a trend 
downward which will continue during the 
current season. The combined efforts of 
coaches, players and some officials is neces-
sary if fouls are to be further reduced. The 
best of the Officials have been calling con-
tact about as it should be called. Any tend-
ency of less experienced Officials to "hunt 
for" and anticipate fouls before the contact 
actually becomes illegal, should be avoided. 
This applies to situations in the vicinity of 
the basket as well as to situations away from 
the ball. If all groups bend their efforts to-
ward a clean game with minimum contact, 
it is anticipated that the game will continue 
to be as popular as ever and that the number 
of free throws will not be out of proportion 
to the number of scores from the field. 
7. PLAY: Is it the last player to touch 
the ball in the front court who causes it to 
go to the back court? 
RULING: Not always. It depends on 
whether the ball, at the time of such touch-
ing, was in control of that player's team. 
The ball often arrives in the back court with-
out any player having caused it to go there. 
Illustrative Play: From center jump, the 
tapped ball goes to non-jumper Al who is in 
his front court. He touches it but does not 
control it. It goes into the back court where 
he recovers, dribbles to the front court and 
then passes to A2 in the back court. Did Al 
cause the ball to go to the back court twice 
and is the play legal? Ruling: Since team A 
was not in control before the ball first ar-
rived in the back court, Al did not cause it 
to go there. Al who was the first to touch 
the ball caused it to go to the back court only 
once. However, the outlined play is not legal 
since the ball was in the back court twice. 
Al has no right to cause the ball to go to 
A2 in the back court even once if it has al-
ready been there. 
8. PLAY. From near the center circle, Al 
. tries for field goal. The try is short and the 
ball strikes the floor and then bounces into 
the basket. Ts this legal? 
RULING: Yes, unless something occurs to 
cause the ball to become dead. The try for 
field goal ends when the ball touches the 
floor. However, points are often scored as 
the result of something other than a try 
for field goal. A pass toward a teammate 
or a batted ball might ultimately go into the 
basket. The pass or bat is not a try for field 
goal but two points are counted because a 
live ball went through the basket. In these 
cases, it is customary to credit the thrower 
with the two points. If something, such as 
expiration of time or a violation or a foul 
should cause the ball to become dead in any 
of these cases before it reaches the basket, 
no points can be scored. The delayed dead 
ball factor operates only in case the expira-
tion of time or the foul occurs while the ball 
is in flight during a try for field goal. If it 
is not a try for field goal, such occurrence 
causes the ball to become dead immediately 
even though it is in flight on a pass, · a 
bounce pass or any other act other than a 
try. 
9. PLAY: Free thrower Al chooses to at-
tempt to bounce the ball from the floor into 
his basket. Is this legal and should two points 
be counted if the ball goes in the basket? 
RULING: The free throw ends when the 
ball touches the floor as prescribed in 4-8. At 
that time, the free throw has not touched 
the ring. Consequently, it is a violation of 
rule 9-1. 
10. PLAY: What is the significance of the 
changed wording in item b of 6-7? 
RULING: Last year the first clause stated 
that ball becomes dead when "it is apparent 
that ball will not go in the basket" for cer-
tain listed free throws. This statement placed 
no time limit on when the ball might go in 
the basket and it made no provision for in-
dicating when the ball became dead in the 
case of certain violations during the listed 
free throws. This year's rule gives complete 
coverage in the statement that ball becomes 
dead when "it is apparent that the free throw 
will not be successful." A corresponding 
change in wording is found in the fifth line 
of Exception (1). 
11. PLAY: On newly ·Constructed high 
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school courts, whkh backboard should be in-
stalled? 
RULING: The rules specify that the fan-
shaped backboard shall be used in all new 
high school court construction. There seems 
to be no good reason for not following the 
rule. As far as type of material is concerned, 
a choice is provided. If there are not a great 
number of seats behind the backboard, the 
steel or wood backboard is satisfactory. If 
there are a number of seats behind the back-
board, the newly perfected non-breakable 
glass backboard has been found to be satis-
factory. Most of these are made with a frame 
of light metal and the basket is attached in 
such a way that a metal plate takes up most 
of the strain which would otherwise be trans-
mitted directly to the glass surface. 
12. PLAY: What experimental work is in 
progress? 
RULING: Careful statistics are being 
kept to determine whether the trend in num-
ber of free throws will continue to be down-
ward during the early season. Two states 
(Michigan and Wisconsin) are continuing to 
experiment with a modified three-second 
rule which makes the time limit apply only 
to the player who is in control rather than 
to any player of the team which is in control. 
High school games in Illinois will be played 
under a modified time-out rule which pro-
vides that time-out may be requested only 
when the ball is dead or when there is player 
control by a player of the r equesting team. 
In a few areas, there is experimentation to 
determine whether the 1 and 1 penalty is 
severe enough so that it is not necessary to 
award the double free throw for a foul which 
occurs during the last three minutes. 
13. PLAY: Which method of covering the 
floor is recommended for Officials? 
RULING: The new Basketball Official's 
Manual \Vhich is being widely used during 
the current season, outlines two possible 
methods of covering the floor. One is re-
ferred to as the "fixed diagonal plan" be-
cause the floor is divided into two zones 
made by drawing an imaginary diagonal 
from that corner of the court which is near 
the Scorer's bench and to the left of it. 
These two zones never change although the 
two Officials may alternate in the zone to 
be covered. The other method is referred 
to as the "shifting diagonal plan" because 
the court is divided into zones by either of 
two diagonals. If, after the first jump ball, 
the Umpire moves to his right, the two zones 
are the same as for the other method. How-
ever, if he moves to his left, the diagonal 
from the near left hand corner shifts to the 
nearer right hand corner. This shift occurs 
each time an Official changes from the trail-
ing Official to the leading Official. At any 
given time, the Umpire may be responsible 
for the right end of the court and soon after 
he may be responsible for the left end of the 
court. Both plans have advantages and alleg-
ed disadvantages. Each statewide group of 
Officials is urged to adhere to that system 
which is, after careful study of both, adopted 
for use in the given state. For further de-
tails see Part IV of the Basketball Official's 
Manual! 
14. PLAY: On free throw by A1, B1 
jumps and taps the free throw before it 
reaches the ring or backboard. Is this basket 
interference? Also, does ball become dead 
when it is tapped by B1? 
RULING: This is not basket interference. 
It is a free throw violation as outlined in 
9-1 (b). The ball becomes dead when it is 
tapped by B1 but not because of the free 
throw violation. It becomes dead because the 
free throw has ended before it touches the 
ring or backboard. The dead ball is pre-
scribed by rule 6-7-b rather than 9-1-Penalty. 
In the case cited, a, substitute free throw is 
awarded AI. 
15. PLAY: In the Basketball Case Book, 
should the expression "when the free throw 
ends" be substituted for "when goal is made 
or mis·sed"? 
RULING: In most cases, this would be an 
improvement. The few cases where the latter 
term is still used are hold-overs from the 
days when there was no definition of when 
a free throw ends. 
QUOTES ABOUT THE BASKETBALL 
OFFICIAL'S MANUAL 
FROM TENNESSEE: The Basketball Of-
ficial's Manual is attractive and the material 
is presented in an excellent manner. It is a 
definite forward step in the field of basket-
ball officiating. Congratulations on a job 
well done. 
FROM KENTUCKY: We think the . new 
Basketball Official's Manual is great. Con-
gratulations on another fine job. 
FROM WISCONSIN: The new Basketball 
Official's Manual i1:. fine. We plan to use 2500 
copies. We can fit our officiating program to 
the book without any difficulty. 
FROM PENNSYLVANIA: The new 
Basketball Official's Manual is fine. It is a 
significant forward step in the officials' 
training program. 
FROM MICHIGAN: The new Basketball 
Official's Manual will fit in with our train-
ing program in a fine way. We are especially 
happy to have this ready in time for distri-
bution for the current season. The material 
is excellent. 
A WARD SWEATERS AN'D JACKETS 
Now is the time to order your award sweaters, award jackets, 
blankets, chenille letters and miniature footballs, etc., so that you'll 
be ready to present the players their awards the night of your 
football banquet. 
We have in stock several coat style and V-neck sweaters as well 
as award jackets and can make immediate delivery. 
On special made sweaters or jackets with lettering we could give 
very good delivery . Write for our Butwin catalog of jackets and our 
O'Shea catalog of award sweaters. 
AWARD SWEATERS 
Our baby shaker sweaters are made of the very finest quality pure 
worsted yarn on a special machine according to our specifications, 
which produces a knitted fabric described as a mixture between 
jersey knit and the extra heavy shaker knit. 
The University of Kentucky has adopted our 26J and 26V as their 
standard or official varsity and freshmen award. 
BABY SHAKER COAT STYLE BUTTON FRONT 
No . 28J, our extra heavy weight baby shaker coat style button front 
sweater with two pockets, fully fashioned, each $15.50. 
No. 26J, same as 28J, only medium heavy weight. Our most popular 
Number, $13.15. 
No. 58J. Our medium weight baby shaker, IOOj'0 wool, $10.75. 
No. BWJ . Light weight baby shaker in several colors, $8.95. 
BABY SHAKER PULLOVER STYLE CLOSED FRONT 
Any of the following can be supplied in the V-neck, crew ned, 
round neck, turtle neck or round V-neck at the same price. 
No. 28V. Our extra heavy weight baby shaker, $13.15. 
No. 26V. Our medium heavy weight which is our most popular 
number, $10.95. 
No. 58V. Medium weight baby shaker, IOOi'o wool , $8.95. 
No. BWV. Light weight IOOi'o wool, $7.95. 
EXTRA HEAVY WEIGHT SHAKER PULLOVER STYLE 
No. 3V. Our extra heavy weight shaker sweater in V-neck style, $17.25 
Our No. 8¥. Medium heavy weight shaker, V-neck style , $14.25. 
No. 808V. Medium weight heavy shaker, $12.95. 
No. 176¥. A very good heavy shaker sweater, I 00j'0 wool, $10.95. 
JERSEY KNIT COAT STYLE 
SWEATERS 
No. J 12, O'Shea heavy weight worsted re-
inforced coat style button front jersey knit 
coat with ribbed cuffs: all standard colors, two pockets, $12.90. 
If ribbed cuffs are not desired on above garments, deduct 45c 
per garment. 
Service stripes can be secured in any garment on this page. 
Nameplates, captain stars, chenille bars, chenille chevrons, award 
letters and emblems can be supplied at a very nominal price. 
Extra charge for extra long sleeves lengths or body lengths, or on 
single special made garments. 
MINIATUHE FOOTBALL AWARDS 
We can supply miniature footballs in I 0 karat gold, sterling silver, 
gold filled or gold plate with all kinds of raised lettering and 
engraving. Write for our complete catalog. 
AWARD BLANKETS 
Every year we sell more blankets, which are very suitable for Seniors. 
Supplied with the player's name, chenille lettering and with border. 
Our representative, Mr. Roy Boyd, will gladly call to show 
you samples without obligation. 
HUNT'S ATHLETIC GOODS CO. 
PHONE 104 
M'A YFIELD, KENTUCKY 





• IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
• RADIAL TYPE VISIBILITY 
• ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
• ACCURATE-POSITIVE TIMING 
• DIMENSIONS 
72" X 34" X 6" 
Units: 61f2 " x I 0" 
• MODEL 250-6W___ __ _ $398.00 
A dynamic scoreboard and timer. Scientifically designed for easy operation, greater legibility and 
low cost installation. 
When ordering give distance from board to power plug. 8-foot power plug 'cable attached to board. 
Extra power cable 16c per foot. 
When ordering give distance from board to operator 's table. Control cable extra 36c per foot . 
Control box has I 0 feet of cable attached. If additional cable is needed specify how much . 
THE MIGHTY MITE 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
CONTROL CABLE - per ft. 36c 
POWER CABLE - per ft. 16c 
A fine, sturdy low priced board. 
Built to last. Excellent for the small 
schools. The best value yet! 
• Length - 4' 2" 
• Height - 2' 8" 
• Depth - 6" 
• Dial - 25" diam. 
• Units- 6'//' x I 0" 
Automatic Horn • Positive Timing 
Baked Enamel Finish • Control Unit 
with I O-ft. cable and plug • 8-ft. 
power cable and plug • Standard 
base 71f2-watt lamps. 
No. 253 -4 ____ ____ ........ ........... $265.00 No. 253-4 
THE SUTCLIFFE 
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